Consultant Details: Tes‐Trac and PSI
Tes‐Trac Details:
 Security: We use SSL encryption, and all test interaction occurs on TesTrac’s servers, so no test
materials are cached on the test‐taker’s workstation. TesTrac.com controls user access to tests and
test‐related data. We also disable browser functions such as "View Source," "Print," "Save," and
"Copy."
 Access: TesTrac builds a custom web view that gives you real‐time access to test attempt data.
 Creation: TesTrac offers a range of question types, test editing, and formatting services. In addition,
TesTrac can provide percentage scoring, scaled scoring, raw score, and no score.
 Administration: In addition to providing administrative services, TesTrac offers its clients a "web
admin" tool that allows you to enroll participants, view and edit participant information, make test
assignments, and preview exams.
 Branding: TesTrac will build a branded testing site within the TesTrac structure that reflects your
business identity.
The result is an online testing program with valuable interactive testing and technical support, made possible
through our unique TestTrac Online System. Decisions based on test performance have important implications
for employers as well as for individuals being tested. TesTrac offers expert test editing and formatting services
unique to the business. These services can help you get the maximum amount of useful information from
tests. TesTrac Online version 10.0 is the complete software solution for online testing, administered exclusively
by TesTrac.com. It consists of three components:
Administrative Program:
Provides an extremely productive interface to enroll candidates and make individual assignments. It also
allows for the setup of automated assignment routines based on pre‐defined demographics.
Creator Program:
Provides an extremely productive interface to input test items and build objectives and tests.
Delivery Program:
Our test delivery engine can deliver a test anywhere in the world, across all platforms and browsers, in an
open‐enrollment or proctored setting, while ensuring the best available test security. TesTrac also provides
feedback/remediation options, online scoring, and ordering of recommended training materials.
PSI Details:
CGC utilizes PSI to provide electronic testing at their testing centers. We found this system to be convenient,
cost‐effective and secure. PSI delivers all computer‐based examinations via ATLAS™, a state‐of‐the‐art test
generation software and integrated test development/test generation system, at secure Premier PLUS™ test
centers. This proprietary platform includes a sophisticated database management system and the capability to
conduct all test development, administration, certification/licensing, auditing, and reporting features securely
and reliably through a web‐based solution. PSI's technology services enable a seamless end‐to‐end management
platform for the capture and delivery of testing information. ATLAS™ allows PSI staff to schedule sessions from a
centralized call center, manage candidate testing sessions at each test administration site, report results to
candidates immediately after testing is concluded, and generate statistical reports for clients. The system also
allows for immediate update of test content.

